
Fall 2022, ENG 325 WRITING IN DIGITAL ENVIRON Section 1 Face to Face
Instructor: King, Matt (Primary)

St. Bonaventure University
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Dr. King is an amazing professor and this is an incredibly useful class that I walked away from with more skills. 

I would say, not to be rude, but I notice you drag on the conversation/topic; over explaining and occasionally repeating. 

Question: Final Comments: use this space to provide any additional comments about the course, the instructor or both. Please feel free to comment
on areas such as: the instructor's engagement of student interest, the instructor's responsiveness to students, the syllabus, the readings, the exams,
the assignments, the instructor's evaluation of your work, the online learning technology.

 

Dr. King had his own website where he had the daily schedule listed with assignments with some readings being on Moodle, some being on his website. His
website was a very informational means to the course as you had everything at your disposal on the website. In class, Dr. King also showed numerous videos
and audios that would be part of different assignments we had to do. This was extremely helpful, and I am glad he did this.

 

This is a technology oriented class, so naturally there should be a pervading presence of technology throughout our work. Even in other classes of the sort
that Ive been in, I think Dr. King takes the cake for introducing us to new mediums and useful programs. Hes got the understanding and the mastery to
facilitate students learning about any form of technology that may be useful to our work.

 

Considering that this class is strongly centered around technology we used it very often in class and it was essential to the kind of work we were doing. 

Class revolved around tech, so naturally it was always useful. 

I liked the idea of making and using websites. It was very helpful in viewing other peoples work. It was also very easy to find our class schedule,
assignments, etc.

 

It was frequent but necessary. The class is called "Writing in Digital Environments" after all. 

For the most part, Dr. King knew how to use technology. If he did not, he was always willing to learn. 

Question: Use this space to comment on the instructor's use or non-use of technology. 
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Dr. Kings method of lecture combined with peer review has been useful to advancing the development of my thoughts with great consistency. Im thankful for
the new avenues of thought presented to me in this class.

King

We had few lecture notes-- there were no power point presentations or anything of that sort. We had an outline, if you will, of notes, but much of that was
class discussion. We would also split up into groups frequently to provide peer reivews, and that was a really rewarding experience. I liked how he made us
do this with every assignment post.

King

Dr. Kings examples and references were always cool and useful.King

Methods were great. Dr. King always has us meditate before every class and I feel as though that keeps us ready to learn.King

Very good design to class time. It was helpful that Dr. King gave us feedback to better our future assignments.King

The pace of the class was not for me. Again not to be rude, everyone learns at a different pace, the class would move slow at one point with Dr. King
analyzing every little detail of a read or video or when he over explains. The class is much slower, when we have to do in class reflections on our work or on
an assignment (that will eventually end up in homework).

King

Question: Use this space to comment on the instructor's teaching methods lecture notes, podcasts, discussion forums, group work, etc.. 

This class had the most substantial value for building my understanding and expertise in modern forms of writing in digital spaces of any class Ive taken.
From programs to creating content, Dr. King was able to teach us about real skills that can benefit us in a practical sense.

 

The instructor got numerous people in the class to participate daily, and I think that is so important. I have sat in numerous college classes here at
Bonaventure where no one would offer to volunteer to participate in class. However, Dr. King was very good about getting everyone interested in the subject
matter-- so we had rather meaningful discussions mostly every class. The readings and assignments always went hand-in-hand and he stressed this
throughout the course. The readings were never too difficult and were always rather interesting to a large number of people in the class. He provided
feedback on every assignment which was extremely helpful too. He allowed us to improve on any assignment.

 

The class really gave me a chance to flex my creative muscles in terms of each assignments open-endedness. Really recommend this class even if you dont
enjoy writing.

 

I genuinely enjoyed this class and the way that it was structured. Dr. King does a great job of making sure you are understanding the content by having
conferences to check in.

 

Professor King is an awesome instructor. He supports his students and offers a good amount of creative freedom with assignments, which he will work to
support and understand.

 

Course syllabus was very helpful and very organized. I felt that we had enough time to work on assignments and projects. 

Dr. King is very understanding and always willing to work around someones personal life. 

I really enjoyed this class. Meditation was always very nice, different from other classes Ive had. King is a great professor who cares about his students and
his work. He pushes us to write things for ourselves and a broader audience, not just a grade. This allowed students to be more creatively and speak freely.
The only complaint I would have is that some days just dragged on. I appreciate him using our full class time, I like getting what Im paying for. Just
sometimes it wouldve been nice if he let us out a bit early when the conversations were done as opposed to just trying to drag conversation out of us. Overall,
great class, great professor, great semester.
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